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Make a difference with every

purchase from our festival

catalogue. By choosing our

sustainable and eco-friendly

products, you're not just getting

quality items; you're also

contributing to a greener future. 

A portion of every sale goes

towards supporting

environmental conservation

efforts, helping to protect our

planet for generations to come.

Together, we can create a

positive impact on the world.

OUR      COMMITMENT

Sustainability, philanthropy,

stewardship, circularity, and

transparency are the pillars of our

commitment to a better world.
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Discover the perfect fusion of

style and practicality with our

sustainable lanyards, a must-

have for any festival-goer. Not

only do these lanyards serve as

a fashionable way to keep your

festival pass within easy reach,

but they also make a strong

statement about your

commitment to the environment.

Crafted from eco-friendly

materials like cotton, RPET, or

cork, these lanyards are a

testament to how small choices

can make a big impact. Choose

sustainability without

compromising on convenience

or style, and enjoy the festival

vibes knowing you're making a

positive difference.

SUSTAINABLE
LANYARDS
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RPET
Colorful rainbow RPET lanyard

featuring a metal hook,

detachable buckle, and safety

breakaway. This vibrant lanyard

is perfect for holding keys,

nametags, passes, or other

accessories. Stand out in any

crowd with this eye-catching

accessory around your neck.

SKU ES3246

RPET RAINBOW LANYARD

Get noticed with a Rainbow lanyard



Durable lanyard crafted from 300D RPET

polyester, equipped with a metal swivel hook.

Features a label with the RPET emblem and is

available in a variety of colors, with a special white

option for sublimation.

SKU: ES0016

Eco-friendly RPET lanyard

with a convenient phone

holder.

SKU: ES5296

Custom-designed lanyard crafted in the EU: A

sleek lanyard made from fine recycled polyester

(RPET) and featuring a metal carabiner.

SKU: ES5303

RPET PLAIN LANYARD

PHONE HOLDER

CUSTOM DESIGN
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COTTON
Discover the natural elegance of

our cotton lanyards, designed for

comfort and sustainability.

Crafted from soft, durable

cotton, these lanyards are

perfect for those seeking an

eco-friendly option for carrying

badges, keys, or ID cards. With

a variety of colors and

customization options available,

our cotton lanyards are a stylish

and practical choice for any

event or organization

MOBILE HOLDER LANYARD

Reuter Lanyard & Phone holder

SKU: ESK20746



100% cotton, this product features a buckle and

neck safety lock made from a blend of wheat straw

and PP. This design choice promotes the use of

natural raw materials and helps to reduce

emissions of pollutants.

SKU: ESK6778

Crafted from organic cotton, this lanyard

comes with a metal carabiner or other clip

options of your choice. The approximately

90cm organic cotton ribbon can be

customized with your logo designs in

Pantone-matched colors, printed on one or

both sides.

SKU: ES1036C

Introducing our durable lanyard made from 100%

resilient cotton. It features a round accessory for

customization and a neck safety closure crafted

from eco-friendly wheat straw, complete with a

metal swivel carabiner for easy attachment.

SKU: ESK1543

TROIX LANYARD

CUSTOM LANYARD

DENAIN LANYARD
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CORK

Elevate your ID game with our natural cork ID holder

and lanyard. Featuring a swivel hook and a card

holder with a clear PVC window, this eco-friendly

accessory is crafted from plant-based elements.

Embrace sustainability while keeping your ID secure

and stylish.

BERYEL ID BADGE LANYARD

Naturally Stylish!

SKU: ESK6885



This eco-friendly accessory features a buckle and

neck safety lock made from wheat straw/PP,

promoting the use of natural materials and

reducing emissions. It comes with a metallic

rotating carabiner, available in a natural color, and

is crafted from a combination of cork, wheat straw,

and PP for a sustainable choice. Safety catch

included for added security.

SKU: ESK6779

Crafted from sustainable cork, this lanyard comes

with a metal carabiner, or you can select from other

clip options to suit your style. The approximately

90cm cork ribbon can be customized with your

logo designs in Pantone-matched colors, printed

on one or both sides. Additionally, we offer a

variety of custom cork lanyards and arm bands to

meet all your unique needs.

SKU: ES1038C

This lanyard is crafted from natural cork with a

tubular finish, featuring a safety neck zip made of

wheat straw/PP and a metal carabiner. It includes

a central cork area for printing, ensuring both style

and functionality with its safety catch.

SKU: ESK6885

BESPAL LANYARD

CUSTOM LANYARD

MERUL LANYARD
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Introducing our Made in Europe seed

paper lanyards, a game-changer for

events, exhibitions, or festivals. Crafted

from seed paper embedded with a mix

of wildflower seeds, these lanyards

offer a sustainable alternative to

single-use products. After your event,

simply plant the seed paper ribbon in

soil, and watch a beautiful array of

wildflowers bloom.

SKU: ES6906C

SEEDED
LANYARDS

11
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MEDAL LANYARD
Elevate your awards with our

eco-friendly medal, crafted from

natural wood for a touch of

organic elegance. Paired with a

100% cotton lanyard, it features

a wheat straw safety clasp at the

neck for secure and comfortable

wear. Embrace sustainability

without compromising on style.

Materials: Cotton, Wood

SKU: ESK1540

RPET phone holder lanyard.



DRINKWARE
ACCESSORIES

Our 350 ml mug is composed of three

parts: the inner mug, crafted from premium

stainless steel, pairs perfectly with a lid

available in either white or black, offering a

generously sized print area for branding. To

complete the design, choose from twelve

outer mug colors - ten transparent and two

opaque options. The outer mug doubles as

an additional drinking vessel when needed.

The transparent outer mugs create a

stunning visual effect, making the inner mug

appear to float. Adding advertising to the

outer mug enhances its visual appeal,

giving your brand a new dimension.

SKU: ES52570

MyVivero
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Eco-friendly festival essential: a 300 ml coffee cup

made from recycled PP, designed for reuse and to

keep your drinks enjoyable while reducing waste.

SKU: ES2256

Stainless steel 350ml cup: the perfect reusable

alternative to disposable plastic cups commonly

found at parties or picnics. Simple, durable, and

sustainable.

SKU: ESM2636

Sustainable sipping starts here with our reusable

cup made from 90% recycled stainless steel and

10% new stainless steel, boasting a 350 ml

capacity. Designed as a single-walled mug, be

mindful that heat transfer is possible.

SKU: ES3602M

AWAY CUP

BONGO CUP

FJARD CUP
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Introducing our versatile multi-purpose bag, crafted

from 100% recycled cotton for eco-conscious

convenience. This practical accessory features a

long handle and a handy pocket, perfect for

carrying cups, glasses, or any other essentials with

ease. Available in a variety of colors, each bag is

made from soft recycled cotton and comes with a

distinctive label to highlight its sustainable origins.

Embrace functionality and sustainability with this

must-have bag for all your carrying needs.

SKU: ESK20634

MULTIPURPOSE BAG WISY
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Elevate your festival experience with our innovative

cup holder lanyard! Designed with a cotton strap

and a matching cup holder, this accessory is

crafted from durable silicone and is fully adaptable

to your needs. Say goodbye to juggling drinks and

embrace hands-free convenience at your next

event. Perfect for festival enthusiasts who want to

enjoy every moment without any hassle.

ESK1541

14

FELIN LANYARD CUP
HOLDER



Check out this one-of-a-kind stainless steel

thermos flask, boasting a 550 ml capacity and

designed with versatility in mind. The secure screw

cap comes with a hidden twist: a compartment

housing two interchangeable carrying options—a

chic bracelet and a handy lanyard with a carabiner.

Not to be outdone, the base reveals a 300 ml

tumbler made from sturdy PP, color-coordinated

with the flask. Choose from an array of matte

finishes, each flask presented in its own kraft-style

box. With a glass PP construction and a lanyard

included, it's perfect for your on-the-go hydration

needs.

SKU: ESK21123

INSULATED FLAUTROK

550ML DRINK BOTTLE AND

INTERCHANGEABLE CORDS.

8
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Discover our 600 ml recycled aluminum bottle, a

sustainable choice for staying hydrated. Topped

with a bamboo screw cap connected to a braided

carrying string, it merges eco-friendly materials

with practical design. Select from a charming

range of pastel hues to match your style, all

packaged in a tasteful kraft design box.

SKU: ESK21058

IRVINSON RECYCLED ALU BOTTLE
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FESTIVAL

ASSENTIALS
Step into the festival season with a conscious spirit and sustainable style! Our carefully

curated selection of festival essentials is all about celebrating responsibly. Embrace the

festivities with our planet-friendly picks and make memories that are as lasting as the

durable materials they're made from. Let's make this festival experience unforgettable for

all the right reasons!

1
2

Check out this fantastic metal bucket, boasting a 

6-liter capacity ideal for chilling your favorite

beverages. It's a stylish & practical addition to any

gathering, equipped with fixed openers at both ends

for convenience. The sturdy construction features

rope handles, ensuring effortless portability. 

SKU: ESK20807

Embrace the rustic charm with our natural straw

cowboy hat, accented with a polyester band for a

touch of color and style.

SKU: ES5576

YUZUX BUCKET
TEXAS HAT
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Check out our reusable, extendable stainless steel

straw, complete with a comfortable silicone

mouthpiece. It comes with a handy cleaning tool

and is neatly presented in a matching case with a

carabiner for easy transport. Sustainable sipping

made simple and stylish!

SKU: ESK20616

Explore our foldable picnic blanket, made from 150

gr/m² RPET polar fleece, with a water-resistant

PEVA coating on the reverse side. It features a

convenient front zipper pocket and a short carry

strap for easy transport. Perfect for your next

outdoor adventure!

ES1986

Discover our stylish sunglasses, offering UV 400

protection and crafted from RPET. Featuring a

trendy frame design and mirror-effect lenses, these

sunglasses are available in various colors. Each

pair proudly displays the RPET logo, injected into

the mold on the left arm, and comes in an individual

eco-design bag.

SKU: ESK1605

JEXOR STRAW

PICNIC BLANKET

POREN SUNGLASSES
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Discover our adult-sized poncho, crafted from

LDPE material, measuring 102x127cm. It comes

neatly packed in a RPET polyester bag made from

recycled plastic. The bag features a matching

carabiner for easy portability and an adjustable

closure, available in a variety of colors. 

SKU: ESK1478

Introducing our extra-large bandana, featuring a

triangular design crafted from 100% recycled

cotton. Available in a selection of vibrant colors,

each bandana comes with a distinctive label and is

finished with reinforcement stitching on the sides

for added durability. A stylish and eco-friendly

accessory for any occasion.

ESK20700

Get ready to make some noise with our pair of

cheering sticks/clappers! Made from durable and

loud RPET material, these sticks are reusable and

come with an inflation valve included. Perfect for

adding excitement to any event.

SKU: ESK20638

BRINEK RAINCOAT

ROMIN BANDANA

CHEERING STICKS
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Check out our fashion-forward waist bag, crafted

from 600D RPET polyester for a sustainable touch.

It features a central zippered pocket with a double

puller for easy access and an adjustable strap for a

comfortable fit. Each bag is adorned with a RPET

label.

SKU: ESK20899

Check out our eco-friendly LED light ring for

smartphones, made from durable wheat straw. It's

adaptable to any smartphone and features 36

LEDs with 3 levels of light intensity. Powered by an

80 mAh battery, it's USB rechargeable (Micro USB

cable included). Comes in a stylish box with an

instruction manual in English and Spanish.

ESk20743

Discover our elegant manual hand fan, featuring a

bamboo frame paired with paper fabric. Perfect for

staying cool with a touch of traditional charm.

SKU: ES8286

WAIST & SHOULDER BAG

SELFIE LIGHT

HAND FAN
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Step into the world of sustainable

event accessories with our

collection of wristbands and

cellphone holder bracelets. Each

item is designed with both the

environment and your convenience

in mind, ensuring that you can enjoy

your event while making a positive

impact. Our wristbands are perfect

for event identification or as a

fashion statement, while our

cellphone holder bracelets offer a

hands-free way to keep your device

secure and accessible. Embrace

eco-friendly style and functionality

at your next event with these

sustainable must-haves!

WRIST
BANDS

23
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Discover our durable wristband, crafted from

100% resistant cotton, featuring a unidirectional

safety closure made from bamboo. Perfect for

securing your wristband in place while embracing

eco-friendly materials.

SKU: ES1542

Experience our eco-friendly event wristband,

crafted from 100% natural cork.

SKU: ESK6974

Introducing our eco-conscious event wristband,

made from 160g/m2 RPET polyester derived from

recycled plastic. By choosing this wristband, you're

not only making a stylish choice but also

contributing to the reuse of plastic waste and

supporting the sustainability of our planet.

SKU: ESK6973

BOSGO WRISTBAND

BAYALA

WRISTBAND

BROCH WRISTBAND
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MOBILE HOLDER
Get festival-ready with the Naomi mobile

phone holder bracelet and the Harlux

wristband. Naomi is designed with flexible

silicone to fit any wrist size and includes a

convenient carrying accessory for easy

smartphone attachment. Harlux, made from

soft cotton, doubles as a mobile holder,

ensuring a snug fit for all wrist types. Keep

your phone secure and within reach as you

dance and explore the festival grounds with

these essential accessories.

HARLUX BRACELET HOLDER

NAOMI BRACELET HOLDER

SKU: ESK21184SKU: ESK20242
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WRISTBAND

Discover our practical wristband made from

soft RPET polyester, the perfect accessory

for carrying small items. It features a handy

pocket with a black zip closure, ensuring

your essentials stay secure. Available in a

variety of colors, each wristband comes

with an RPET label, highlighting its eco-

friendly credentials.

ROLINS WRISTBAND

SKU: ESK20430



MUSIC
CHARG

ERS

Dive into the festival spirit with our

eco-friendly music accessory

lineup! Our Bluetooth speakers and

power banks are crafted with

sustainability at their core, allowing

you to groove to your favorite beats

while championing the health of our

planet.

Elevate your festival moments with

our green music essentials,

ensuring a minimal environmental

footprint as you enjoy the melodies.

Embrace the rhythm of the festival

and the rhythm of sustainability, all

in perfect harmony!

27
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BLUETOOTH

SPEAKERS
Elevate your festival experience with our eco-friendly Bluetooth speakers! Designed with

sustainability in mind, these speakers bring your favorite tunes to life while keeping the

environment in mind. Compact, portable, and made from earth-friendly materials, they're

the perfect addition to your festival gear. Get ready to dance to the beat of sustainability

and make your festival moments unforgettable with our green sound solutions!

1
2

Introducing our wireless speaker, a perfect blend

of style and eco-friendliness. Made from recycled

aluminum and featuring a cork base, this speaker

not only looks great but also supports

sustainability. Equipped with Bluetooth 3.0

connectivity, it allows you to stream your favorite

tunes wirelessly with outstanding sound quality.

SKU: ESS1061

Discover our innovative wireless speaker, crafted

from recycled bottle caps. With a 3W output, it

delivers clear sound for your listening pleasure. It

comes with a Type-C cable for easy charging and

features a convenient carry handle made from

RPET polyester. Packaged in an eco-friendly

design box

SKU: ESS1290

VOXEL
ZOYA
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Meet Dipster, the 5-watt wonder that's redefining

portable sound. Dipster's sleek and compact

design ensures it fits seamlessly into your lifestyle.

Slip it into your bag, clip it to your gear, or simply

carry it in your hand – Dipster is the ultimate

companion for music enthusiasts on the move.

But there's more to Dipster than meets the eye.

With IPX7 waterproof technology, it's a speaker

that laughs in the face of rain, splashes, and even

works underwater.

SKU: ESR003

DIPSTER

29
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Introducing our 5W speaker, designed for long-

lasting entertainment with its 3.7V 1,000mAh

battery. Enjoy seamless wireless connectivity for

uninterrupted music. This speaker also features

removable metal grilles for complete customization

and comes with a carabiner for easy portability.

SKU: ESA14103

DARWIN

30
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POWER

BANKS
Stay powered up sustainably at your next festival with our eco-friendly power banks!

Designed with the environment in mind, these power banks ensure your devices stay

charged while you enjoy the festivities. Made from sustainable materials like recycled

plastics and natural stone extracts, our power banks are not only good for the planet but

also reliable and durable. Keep the party going and your devices powered with our

green energy solutions!

1
2

Discover our eco-friendly Power Bank, crafted

from recycled bottle caps with a 5,000 mAh

capacity. Featuring Type C and USB outputs, it

keeps your devices charged on the go. Packaged

in an eco-design box, this power bank is a

practical choice for sustainable living.

SKU: ESS1292

Experience the convenience of our 15W wireless

charging power bank, featuring a 4,000mAh capacity.

Encased in elegant acacia wood and crafted from

58% recycled PU (40% recycled polyester and 18%

recycled PU), this power bank combines functionality

with a commitment to sustainability.

SKU: ESM2185

LIVIAN POW
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Power up your adventures with our 20,000mAh

power bank. It charges laptops with 2 USB A and

1 USB C port, delivering 30W of power. Keep

your phone charged 8-9 times over. Made from

recycled ABS, it's a sustainable choice for staying

connected.

SKU: ESA7103

ELEXA

32
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BAGS
COOLERS

Step into the festival scene with

our collection of sustainable

bags and coolers! Designed

with both style and the

environment in mind, these eco-

friendly essentials are perfect for

keeping your belongings secure

and your refreshments cool.

Made from materials like rPET

and natural fibers, our bags and

coolers offer durability and

practicality while reducing your

environmental footprint. Whether

you're dancing to your favorite

band or relaxing in the campsite,

our sustainable bags and

coolers are must-haves for any

festival-goer looking to make a

green statement.
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2

Explore our drawstring backpack, crafted from soft

210D RPET polyester for a sustainable choice.

Featuring self-closing black strings and a front

mesh pocket with a matching zip closure, it's

perfect for carrying your essentials on the go.

ESK20906

Discover our 12L cooler made from recycled

plastic, combining durability with eco-friendliness.

It features a convenient transport strap and comes

with a customizable plate (14 x 7cm) for adding

your logo. Perfect for keeping your drinks cool

while camping, on a day trip to the beach, or

during any outdoor adventure.

ES1159A

Enhance your adventures with our 28L cooler

backpack, made from sustainable rPET. It features

a large front pocket, two side pockets, and a

spacious main compartment for ample storage.

Keep your refreshments cool and enjoy hassle-free

cleaning with this versatile backpack.

SKU: ESA0104

UZNAM DRAWSTRING

WANDERER COOLER

DUBLIN COOLER
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Check out our classic smartphone bag made from

sturdy 600D RPET polyester. It has a main

compartment with a discreet zip closure and a

drawstring puller, plus a matching shoulder strap

for easy carrying. An external pocket and lined

interior offer added convenience. Choose from a

range of colors.

SKU: ESK1838

Our eco-friendly Bucket Slings are not only stylish

but also sustainable, keeping 4 plastic bottles out

of the landfill with each bag! Made from

Heavyweight Poly material, containing 100% post-

consumer recycled materials (RPET), this utility

fabric is durable and consciously crafted without

compromising on style or functionality.

ESN5051

Keep it stylish and hands-free with our Phone

Slings, perfect for on-the-go convenience! These

compact and fashionable slings are ideal for

errands, school, or work. The secondary pocket

securely snaps shut to hold your phone, lip balm,

grocery list, AirPods, or any other essentials you

need for the day.

SKU: ESN5238

LANDRY BAG

BUCKET SLING

PHONE SLING
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